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DISTRICT NEWSLETTER

To all staff, students, parents, and community members,
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From the management team at School District #52

This Week's News
PANCAKE LUNCH AT PINERIDGE
Pineridge PAC treated the students to a Pancake Lunch on Dec. 7! The
students were looking forward to it all week! It was a very exciting
morning and the students thoroughly enjoyed their time eating together
in the gym to enjoy their pancakes. Pineridge staff would like to say
thank you to all the parent volunteers who helped organize, prep, and
serve the pancakes. It was a great event!

PRMS SEWING CLUB

PRMS BAND HITS THE STAGE!

THE SOUND OF MUSIC AT PRMS

PRMS is fortunate to have

The sound of Christmas could

various clubs available to

be heard last week with the

students. Staff members

PRMS band making appearances

volunteer their time throughout

throughout the school.

the year to provide students

Christmas carols have also been

with a multitude of unique
opportunities ranging from
sports to academically-focused activities. Many
students enjoy the Sewing Club. In this picture, a
student is in the process of sewing a cat!

This past weekend the PRMS band
performed at the Lester Centre. The
student’s hard work and dedication was
evident from the wonderful performance
they did. Great work PRMS band!

ROOSEVELT'S BUILDING HOME LIBRARIES PROJECT

happening in the halls lately,
putting students and school staff in a festive
mood as they start their day. Uplifting and
joyous tunes have been heard throughout the
school as the band travelled the halls and the
Christmas carollers sang each morning.

Roosevelt staff and students recently took part in a Building Home Libraries Project that was orchestrated
and organized by teacher Kate Lyon. Kate’s initiative is focused on primary students developing a love of
reading and having the resources, in the form of a home library, to feed their passion and read books that
interest them at home. In the weeks prior to Friday’s “book look,” students had been trying out the
available books during organized “book tastings.” Last Friday, the students picked twelve books,
including two authentic Indigenous titles, to put into their book bin to take home. The funding obtained
for the project was through a partnership with the Prince Rupert Early Years Table and through a generous
donation from the Roosevelt Parent Advisory Committee. School District 52 & Roosevelt School would like
to recognize Kate’s leadership in action to ignite a passion for reading in our students, as well as Kate’s
team of passionate educators whose hard work and collaboration is making this project possible.

